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Ideal datacenter architectures simultaneously capture, process and present data, but traditional infrastructure
foundations limit the value IT resources can create, as DRAM is expensive and disks are too slow. Flash memory
technology unlocks the processing power of modern servers, allowing for deeper and faster insights into your data,
which ultimately leads to greater business agility.
© 2013 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Flash is already becoming ubiquitous in some of the world’s largest datacenters, yet it still remains a relatively new
technology for many enterprises. For companies just starting to evaluate flash, questions arise when new solutions
introduce change.
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For example, many professionals are keen to determine the best deployment method
for flash in their own datacenter. In order to determine the answer, you will first need
to examine other questions, such as, what are the pros and cons of deploying flash
in shared storage, as opposed to application and databases servers? How can flash
maximize virtualization investments? Just as every organization is different, many of
these answers will be unique to your company and where it stands in its own business
needs today.
While the strategic reasons for embracing flash may vary, nonvolatile memory is
forever changing the architecture of the modern datacenter. In a recent study, Gartner
predicted that datacenters will soon look significantly different than they do today,
with flash technology making the biggest impact on storage infrastructure over the
next three years:
As organizations begin to adopt flash to empower business success, executives
and business managers will likely turn to their IT leaders to guide their companies
through this datacenter transformation. It is an exciting time to be an information
technology professional in the midst of such a profound evolution in data systems. We
appreciate the opportunity to help you learn more about flash solutions to drive your
business success.

Pankaj Mehra

Pankaj Mehra,
Fusion-io Chief Technology Officer
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A Brief (very brief) History of Flash
It is hard to believe that 2014 marks the 30th anniversary of flash memory. Invented in 1984 by Dr. Fujio
Masuoka, flash didn’t immediately catch on. People viewed flash as just another storage device and could not see
Dr. Masuoka’s vision of creating a new, persistent memory tier. Utilized as storage, flash made its way into all of the
technologies we use on a daily basis, replacing storage in everything from cameras and mp3 players to cell phones.
In 2007, Fusion-io realized Dr. Masuoka’s vision and added flash as a new, persistent memory tier to servers,
allowing flash to interact directly with applications. The resulting benefits have been enormous, spawning an entire
industry based around various types of flash deployments that speed application performance and drive business agility.
As the industry has grown, so have the questions surrounding best practices for flash deployment. This document is
designed to bring IT leaders up to speed on key flash memory issues so you can make the best decisions to maximize
your performance and cost saving benefits from flash memory.

This guide is not meant to be an introduction to flash - If you are interested in basic questions about flash, please
visit the Flash FAQ section of our website at http://www.fusionio.com/faq/flash-memory-basics/.
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Flash Memory in Your Datacenter

1

How Will Flash Memory Benefit my Datacenter?

Benefits of Flash in Your Datacenter.
From significantly accelerating application responsiveness to reducing datacenter operating costs, flash offers
numerous advantages for enterprises of all sizes. At the macro level, the business benefits of flash enable improved
user experiences for happier customers, while simplifying datacenter infrastructure.

Benefits of Flash in Your Datacenter
2
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3 DATABASE SERVERS

1 VIRTUALIZATION SERVERS

Unleash the cost saving potential of virtualized environments:
• More VMs per server
• Virtualize the most data intensive workloads
• Drop into your existing VMware system
2 APPLICATION SERVERS

Fully utilize the processors you already own:
• Maximize application performance and scalability
• Minimize server footprint

Fully utilize the processors you already own:
• Provide databases the performance they need
• Eliminate shelves of disks, expensive network infrastructure and hours of tuning
4 SAN RELIEF

Enhance your existing storage assets:
• Caching on servers
• Virtualization support
• Performance optimization
• Balanced server/storage
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5 CONTROL ROOM

9 EXTEND EXISTING STORAGE LIFE

Simplify entire datacenter management:
• Dramatically consolidate infrastructure
• Monitor all ioMemory devices from a single interface
6 UPS/BATTERY

Eliminate the need for performance storage to extend the life of SAN/NAS infrastructure:
• Use capacity for storage not performance
• Minimize hardware footprint and maintenance costs
• Slash power and cooling costs
10 VIRTUAL DESKTOP SERVER

Minimize infrastructure:
• Reduce battery power needs
• Shrink power outage

Deliver extraordinary user experience:
• Offload desktop performance to server performance

7 BACKUP POWER

11 COOLING UNIT

Slash energy needs:
• Reduce power usage
• Cut costs across the datacenter

Cut cooling costs by:
• Reducing hardware footprint
• Increase airflow between servers
• Use less hotrunning RAM in application and database servers

8 ENTERPRISE APP SERVERS

Accelerate and consolidate enterprise IT applications including:
• Exchange
• SharePoint
• Search applications

IMPROVING END USER EXPERIENCE

In a worldwide survey of top enterprises, Fusion-io asked IT professionals why they were adding flash to their
datacenter. More than 57% of the respondents said they wanted to achieve more consistent response times. In fact,
the top four reasons driving flash adoption were focused on improving performance for end users.

Why
Enterprises Are Adding Flash
Why Enterprises Are Adding Flash
57%

Provide more consistent response time

56%

Need faster actionable data

31%

Service more customers faster

25%

Provide more reliable product

22%

Avoid SAN upgrade

Top four reasons driving
flash deployments focused
on improving performance
for the end user.

Source: 2013 Fusion-io Customer Survey

The chart above shows that the top two reasons for deploying flash are its ability to provide more consistent
response times and to extract insights from data faster. To achieve these goals, IT professionals are increasingly
turning to flash to improve business responsiveness, ultimately driving more revenue.
JD.com, China’s second largest e-commerce website, is one company that is achieving breakthrough success using
flash to improve customer experience.
JD.com’s transition to flash eliminated lost sales from website outages and slow response times, while reducing total
cost of ownership.
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Subscriber Servers Without Fusion-io

With Fusion-io

Direct-attached Storage

Subscriber Databases

Direct-attached Storage

Subscriber Databases

Subscriber Footprint Without Fusion-io

While companies of all sizes have helped their customers win with flash, the benefits
of flash also offer improvements within the organization. RCR Tomlinson, based in
Australia, operates across a wide geography in multiple industries, including mining,
energy, resources, and power. The RCR Tomlinson team decided to centralize its IT
operations to improve hardware efficiency, create a common user experience across
business units, and streamline infrastructure management by virtualizing all of the
company’s business applications.
Virtualization helped to consolidate RCR Tomlinson’s datacenter hardware, but it also
made it more complicated to support high performance workloads. After implementing
flash directly in its virtualization servers, the RCR Tomlinson Infrastructure Manager
noted how flash affected the company’s workforce. “Employees can get more work
done, armed with the reports they need in minutes instead of hours.”
In addition to raising employee productivity, flash also made it possible for RCR
Tomlinson to boost the efficiency of its current infrastructure by increasing its
concurrent user load of Microsoft SharePoint by 300 percent.

With Fusion-io

JD.com October 9th,
2013, “Migrating our
SQL Server databases
to ioMemory removed
the disk bottleneck.
The whole system is now
more stable and nimble.”
Technical Principle

RCR Tomlinson’s success is consistent with other companies’ experiences, as over
50% of IT professionals surveyed by Fusion-io reported more than a 5x improvement
in application performance with flash.
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SIMPLIFIED INFRASTRUCTURE

In addition to providing significant benefits to end users, flash often enables companies to do more with less
infrastructure, which leads to lower operating costs. With flash, servers and storage are more efficient, so they need
less overprovisioning of RAM, disks, and network to handle peak workloads.
By streamlining datacenter operations with flash, customers often discover savings when evaluating their total cost
of ownership (TCO). This holistic approach factors in cooling, power, and maintenance cost savings. With the ability
to do more with less, many IT teams also report being able to assign new workloads to their current servers, helping
them take on new projects with the systems they already have in place.

Flash Performance and Business Value
Performance Improvements

5x
10x+
6-9x
3-5x

More than half of the
customers surveyed
experienced
more than a
5x improvement
in performance.

Business Benefits
Revenue
•Service more customers faster
•More customer interacton
•Faster actionable data

Cost
•Consolidated infrastructure
•Higher employee productivity
•Leverage SAN investment

Quality
•Meet SLAs
•Service customers more quickly

Extra reading on the
performance possible
with flash
• Third-party Wiki:
How Much Business
Performance Improvement
can Flash Technology Deliver

1-2x
Performance Improvements
Source: 2013 Fusion-io Customer Survey
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2

What Flash Deployment Best Suits My Infrastructure?

Flash memory offers numerous benefits ranging from improved application performance to capital and operating
cost savings. To maximize the opportunity that flash presents, it’s important to determine the best deployment
model for your specific needs.
BEYOND SSDS

SSD designs emulate hard disks. Disk-based systems, whether mechanical or solid state, place unnecessary controllers,
embedded processors, and storage protocols between applications and the storage. This adds latency and slows
application response times, forcing IT professionals to overprovision systems to ensure they will be able to handle
the highest expected traffic spike.
ioMemory, Fusion-io’s cut-through architecture, minimizes latency and maximizes throughput and application
response times by leveraging flash as a persistent memory.

Flash as Disk

Fusion Direct Approach
DRAM

DRAM

App

App
OS

OS

Host CPU

RAID
Controller

Super
Capacitors

SAS

SC

PC Ie

PC Ie

Host CPU

SC

Data path
Controller
NAND

SSD
The Fusion ioMemory platform provides direct access to flash for faster I/O performance.

A second benefit of the ioMemory direct approach is that it can distribute the I/O workload across many more
channels of flash than SSDs so each transaction processes faster. This parallel processing gives applications access
to more flash capacity and bandwidth than commodity SSDs.
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Flash Channels

Wide Striping Speeds Response Time

SSD
I/O Throughput
Wide striping flash access shortens request times.

WHERE TO DEPLOY FLASH

From servers to storage, flash can accelerate many resources in your datacenter. In the server, placing flash natively
on the PCIe bus provides the maximum performance and best utilization of flash resources. As illustrated in the
diagram below, Fusion-io categorizes the three most common models for deploying flash in servers as shared flash
appliances, in-server (direct), and virtualized (or caching) acceleration:

Direct
Direct

Virtualized
Cache
/ Virtualized

Shared Storage

Shared
Shared
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• Shared flash appliances: Shared solutions provide flash resources to multiple
servers or applications. Fusion-io offers hybrid flash acceleration with ioControl
Hybrid Storage and all-flash array acceleration with the ION Accelerator appliance.
These hybrid and all-flash arrays deliver industry-leading shared flash acceleration
with options that meet a wide range of performance and budget requirements.

Shared

• In-server acceleration: Direct acceleration places application data or databases
on flash memory in host servers to deliver the lowest latency, highest performance,
and smallest footprint for I/O intensive applications.
• Caching and virtualized acceleration: Flash memory offloads read workloads
from storage infrastructure to high performance flash in servers. The result is a more
efficient and resilient datacenter architecture that protects users from resource
contention slowdowns common to traditional disk-based systems. Fusion ioTurbine
and ioVDI software work with flash in the server to accelerate virtual machines or
VDI infrastructure.

Direct

Choosing where to deploy flash first depends on your company’s current infrastructure,
business plans, objectives, cost considerations, and resources. Many companies start
by deploying flash directly in servers, later adding flash into other areas to evolve their
IT systems in tandem with business needs.

Cache / Virtualized

Extra reading on flash to
fit your requirements
• Blog Post: Choose the Flash
that Fits Your Unique Needs
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How Can I Share Flash Storage Across Servers?

ALL-FLASH AND HYBRID FLASH APPLIANCES

An all-flash appliance such as the Fusion ION Accelerator is an ideal option for accelerating a single data-intensive
application that requires maximum performance. Business leaders around the globe have reported significant
performance improvements of 25-40x by utilizing ION Data Accelerator appliances for demanding workloads in
Oracle, SQL Server and VMware applications.

Flash as
External Storage

Flash as External
Shared Cache

High Availability
Flash for Clusters

Applications

Applications

Clustered Servers

SAN

SAN

SAN

Accelerate
temp files or
complete
database

In Memory
Database

Shared
Cache

Existing
storage

Provide flash memory
to every server

Add flash as cache
seamlessly to servers

Introduce flash benefits
to HA configurations

ION Accelerator Deployment Scenarios
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Date

Servers

Score

Jan 9, 2014

Fujitsu PRIMERGY BX920 S4

13.08 @ 10 tiles

Oct 1, 2013

Dell PowerEdge R720

16.18 @ 14 tiles

ACCELERATOR ™

Sep 10, 2013

HP ProLiant BL460c Gen8

16.47 @ 14 tiles

ACCELERATOR ™

Sep 10, 2013

HP ProLiant DL380p Gen8

16.54 @ 14 tiles

ACCELERATOR ™

Aug 6, 2013

Fujitsu PRIMERGY RX300 S7

12.51 @ 10 tiles

Jun 11, 2013

HP ProLiant DL980 Gen7

31.80 @ 30 tiles

ACCELERATOR ™

Jun 11, 2013

HP ProLiant DL560 Gen8

20.35 @ 18 tiles

ACCELERATOR ™

Jun 11, 2013

HP ProLiant DL380p Gen8

12.11 @ 10 tiles

ACCELERATOR ™

May 30, 2013

Fujitsu PRIMERGY BX924 S3

12.05 @ 10 tiles

May 9, 2013

Cisco UCS C240 M3

12.00 @ 10 tiles

VMmark Wins =

Storage

ACCELERATOR ™

World Record =

6 of last 10 VMmark submissions using ION Data Accelerator achieved
world record performance.

HYBRID FLASH APPLIANCE

A hybrid flash appliance like the Fusion ioControl delivers enterprise flash memory
performance to accelerate databases, applications and virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI) by up to 10x in a simple, cost-effective solution that uniquely enables IT
professionals to provision performance like capacity. An easily scalable appliance
for small to medium enterprises (SMEs), ioControl eliminates application workload
unpredictability in the datacenter by assigning automated performance policies to
define IOPS, throughput and latency performance minimums for each application.
Fusion ioControl is the only hybrid appliance architected with persistent, ultra low
latency ioMemory flash performance, and is also the only hybrid flash solution that
provides the ability to prioritize shared storage resources across mission-critical,
business-critical and non-critical applications.

See how 10 of the
last 15 VMmark
submissions used
Fusion-io flash memory
Eight of those
submissions featured
ION Data Accelerator,
and six of those solutions
set world records at the
time of their submissions.
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Other Hybrids
Incremental Innovation

Architectural Leap

RAID

RAID

Active 1

Passive 2

SSDs

Active 1

Hard Disks

Active 2
Hard Disks

50% lower $/IOPS
Active-passive
Sacrifice capacity for performance
Performance is bottlenecked by RAID controller
Solid-state for reads only

85% lower OPEX

Active-active
ioMemory runs at CPU and RAM speeds
Capacity is maximized
ioMemory for reads and writes

ioControl guarantees application performance, while offering a higher return on
storage investment.

DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURES

Flash can also be shared in the distributed architectures common to today’s web scale
companies. These architectures do not leverage shared storage. Instead, they rely
on software that distributes load and handles failures across many servers. Below is
an example of how flash can benefit a Cassandra cluster. Read Fusion-io Hyperscale
Customers Scale Up Performance without Scale-out Costs for examples of the benefits
actual web scale companies are seeing with flash memory.

Cassandra cluster
DC1
(Interactive requests)

DC2
(Hadoop MR Jobs)

DC3
(High density replicas)

Extra reading on
shared storage with flash
• Solution Data Sheet:
ION Accelerator Data Sheet
• Whitepaper: Supercharge
Your Infrastructure with
Hybrid Data Storage

HIGH
MEDIUM

PERFORMANCE

LOW

C A PA C I T Y / N O D E

HIGH

Flash memory optimal for high-performance Cassandra nodes.
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4

How Quickly Can I Deploy a
Flash-based Configuration?

Flash can be integrated into new servers before they arrive for installation, or added
easily to existing servers in minutes. The video below shows how to install Fusion
ioDrive flash memory in a server in less than three minutes:

See a video of a Fusion ioDrive being installed
into a server in under three minutes.

Shared storage appliances can be architected as all-flash or as hybrid solutions that
also include other storage media, such as disks. Flash can be integrated into shared
storage solutions when they ship, and ideally, shared storage arrays should offer the
option to add more flash capacity as data demands continue to grow.
Installation times will vary depending on the solution, and the vendor providing the
solution. While some installations can be complex, one Fusion-io customer was up
and running a full VMware solution in less than 20 minutes.
Once installed, flash helps many enterprises simplify the management of their
storage assets. Global financial services company Orangefield Columbus adopted
Fusion ioControl hybrid storage to increase performance and capacity, while reducing
storage management headaches. With ioControl, the Orangefield team decreased
time spent on storage management from five hours per week to just one hour per
month.
“Since we’ve deployed Fusion-io, we’ve seen massive improvements in performance,
capacity and efficiency,” the Orangefield Columbus Director of IT said. “But the real
beauty of the system is that we haven’t had to touch it once we got it up and running,
which was an easy process in itself. We just haven’t had to worry about it at all. It’s
definitely exceeded our expectations.”

“Since we’ve deployed
Fusion-io, we’ve seen
massive improvements
in performance,
capacity and efficiency.
But the real beauty of
the system is that
we haven’t had to
touch it once we got it
up and running.”
Anthony Hill
Director of IT
Orangefield Columbus
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SOURCE FROM YOUR PREFERRED SERVER PROVIDER

At Fusion-io, we believe flash should be available for the server of your choice,
rather than as another proprietary box you have to source and maintain with yet
another vendor. Securing flash from your current technology provider makes it easy
to implement flash memory solutions that fit into your existing IT environment and
procurement processes.
Many enterprises and hyperscale companies standardize their systems on one or two
primary server vendors to streamline procurement and simplify the supply chain. CIOs
and architects looking at flash for the long term should consider securing flash from
the technology providers they are already working with to simplify the process across
purchasing, installation and ongoing support.

“The installation was 30
minutes. We just opened
the server, stuck it in
the mezzanine bay, and
mounted it.”
Lee Johnston
Director of MIS
Santa Monica College

Fusion-io solutions are offered by all leading enterprise server systems vendors.

Extra reading on
business success with flash
• Case Study:
Quaker Maid Meats Achieves
“Scorching Fast” Database
Speeds on Virtualized System
with Fusion-io
• Case Study:
Santa Monica College
Disperses Registration
Flash Mob with Flash Memory
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How Can Flash Reduce My IT Costs?

In the datacenter, flash memory provides cost savings that deliver an extremely high return on investment. In
addition to accelerating applications to generate more business value from IT resources, flash can reduce IT costs
and simplify systems, making datacenters easier to manage.
INFRASTRUCTURE CONSOLIDATION

Using flash to store active data allows companies to greatly consolidate and simplify IT systems. Flash can provide
tens of terabytes of capacity, delivering powerful application performance on fewer servers, less storage, and with
fewer software licenses. In addition, by offloading application performance demands to flash, companies can
lengthen the lifespan of their traditional storage systems by using SANs for capacity, rather than trying to configure
and stripe disk systems for performance.
Shrinking infrastructure also greatly reduces the operating costs associated with datacenter power, cooling, and
floor space. By deploying flash in its datacenter, mixi, Japan’s largest social media network, decreased its server
count from several hundred to a few dozen. mixi also reduced its datacenter footprint by 75 percent and cut
power costs by 80 percent. This was accomplished by moving mixi’s distributed, scaled databases from hundreds
of local hard disks onto ioDrive flash memory. With ioDrives, mixi increased the workload each server could handle,
enabling the team to slash the number of servers they had to maintain by over 10 to 1. mixi is not alone in realizing
significant cost savings. In the 2013 Fusion-io flash survey, 68 percent of respondents reported that they generated
IT related savings by deploying flash, with three percent achieving savings of over one million dollars.

Flash Delivers IT Savings
>$1,000,000 (3%)
$500,000-999,999 (3%)

Business Benefits

$250,000-499,999 (8%)

Cost savings achieved through:

$100,000-249,999 (19%)

•Lower power and cooling costs
•Avoid/delay SAN upgrade
•Minimize application license fees

Time saved allows IT team to focus
on strategic objectives

<$100,000 (35%)

Savings Achieved with Flash
Source: 2013 Fusion-io Customer Survey
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INCREASING IT AND EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY

In addition to saving on operating costs, flash frees IT professionals from reacting to
ongoing performance issues so they can instead focus on strategic business objectives.
For example, AT Internet reported that before flash, “We were doing everything we
could to improve performance, including different RAID configurations and continual
tuning just to meet our SLAs. With [ioMemory products] we know exactly what
workload each server can handle and just put them into production without complex
configuration. We can now focus tuning efforts proactively, instead of reactively.”
Many companies also discover additional savings by improving the productivity of
employees in other business functions. Quaker Maid Meats was able to recover 10 to
15 working hours a day when ioMemory reduced its report generation time from 600
seconds to 15 seconds. The IT team estimated that the company saves approximately
$52,000 a year from increased employee productivity.

SQL Guests

Citrix XenServers

Citrix Guests

VMware ESXi 5.0 Hosts

Virtualized System

Citrix XenServer servers

• 2 x 1U servers, 2 x 6-core Intel Xeon
x5680processors @ 3.33GHz, 144GB RAM

• 2 x 1U servers, 2 x 6-core Intel Xeon
x5680processors @ 3.33GHz, 72GB RAM

• Application: Microsoft Dynamics NAV
• OS: VMware ESXi 5.0

Storage (14U)

• ioTurbine

• EMC AX4-5i SAN

• ioCache 600GB

Quaker Maid configured two ESXi servers hosting redundant SQL Server instances
and Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP, and four Citrix XenApp Servers to use ioTurbine.

Extra reading on cost savings
with flash
• Solution Overview: ioMemory,
the Cost Effective Solution
for Accelerating SQL Server
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How Reliable is Flash Memory?

Like all storage media, flash can wear out over time, but most enterprise flash products are designed to last for years
of trouble-free use. As reliability can vary among flash solutions, it is critical to examine the features that ensure the
product you choose will perform as expected. Leading products provide software features that ensure enterprise
data integrity even if an individual NAND chip should fail.

SSD Card

Fusion ioMemory Device
RAID controller

SSD Modules

25% reduction in performance/capacity
Chip failure on SSD modules in a RAID5 results in significant performance and capacity loss. Requires server shutdown to replace module.
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ADAPTIVE FLASHBACK

Fusion-io products feature a technology called Adaptive Flashback that delivers built-in redundancy at the block
and chip level to protect against NAND failure in the media itself, without having to rely on system-level protection.
This enables peak performance and capacity, while simultaneously extending the life of the device far beyond what
is possible with other architectures.
BLOCK- AND CHIP-LEVEL REDUNDANCY

Another additional reliability feature called block-level redundancy allows Fusion-io flash products to identify, isolate,
and correct a localized failure in individual NAND chips. Chip-level redundancy allows Fusion-io products to address
entire chip failures by removing failed chips from service and substituting them with a new chip from the reserve
buffer. This means that even entire NAND chip failures do not impact data or the device.

Adaptive Flashback Improves Reliability

NAND Bank

1

2

Failed block

Data from failed block
will be rebuilt from parity

Data

Data

User Data

NAND Bank

3

Failed block retired,
Data striped around it

Parity

4

Parity restored
Parity

Data

User Data

Parity
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How Can I Make My Flash Memory
Deployments Highly Available?

Enterprise flash solutions provide the speed required to ensure the highest levels of
reliability and uptime. As uptime requirements vary by company and by application, a
variety of high availability (HA) options exist for flash memory deployments.
MAINTAINING EXISTING STORAGE HA

Caching software such as Fusion ioTurbine can offload read workloads from your
SAN to accelerate active application data while transparently retaining your existing
storage HA configuration. This is a simple way to accelerate and extend the life of
your storage while preserving your network and external device configuration.
SERVER-BASED HA

Highly available server-based architectures leverage software to replicate data across
two or more servers. Leading enterprise applications provide native software features
to simplify this process, such as Data Guard by Oracle, AlwaysOn for Microsoft
SQL Server, and VMware vSphere HA. Many Fusion-io customers have found that
flash accelerates replication and server recovery times, significantly improving the
availability levels these features offer applications.

ioTurbine accelerates storage while
preserving your network and storage
HA configuration.

Flash also provides the speed required to activate failover systems in seconds. Fusion-io
customer BetOnSoft provides operation services for online casino games. As BetOnSoft
supports customers around the globe, players are online 24/7. Downtime is not an
option, so the BetOnSoft IT team decided to add Fusion ioMemory to accelerate its
HA failover system.
BetOnSoft reported that, “even with 10 times our current load, replication speeds
averaged about 200-milliseconds on loads of 20,000-30,000 batches per second.
Failover speeds were similarly impressive. We set a bar of two minutes, and the actual
failover took only 14 seconds.”

See BetOnSoft Chief Software Architect
Devan Govender describe his Microsoft SQL Server
environment in an interview by Microsoft.
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HA with All-Flash and Hybrid Arrays
ION ACCELERATOR APPLIANCES

ION Accelerator appliances offer asymmetric active:active failover clustering to protect against potential system
failures. With Fusion ioMemory flash, ION Accelerator appliances deliver microsecond application response times.
This provides the flexibility for enterprises to implement their preferred high availability solution, including hostbased mirroring, high availability clustering, or application-based replication.

Host-based
Mirroring

High Availability
Cluster

Primary Data Center

Primary Data Center

Applications

Application-based
Replication
Primary Data Center

Secondary Data Center

Applications
WAN

Mirror

40Gbit

IOCONTROL HYBRID STORAGE

Most flash hybrid storage systems employ active:passive configurations, which wastes half your storage capacity
and performance on a standby system. To efficiently utilize all your storage performance and capacity, ioControl
uses an active:active architecture. Fusion ioControl assigns ioMemory flash resources to active workloads and
performs writes first on Fusion ioMemory, with spinning disk functioning as an availability cache.

Extra reading on HA with flash
• Whitepaper:
Holy Grail of Hyperscale
• Whitepaper:
ION Data Accelerator
High Availability Overview
• Whitepaper:
Supercharge Your
Infrastrucutre with
Hybrid Data Storage
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How Will Flash Help My Applications Run Faster?

Flash memory stores and retrieves information electronically instead of through physical access to magnetic media.
With magnetic media, the disk head also has to physically find the portion of the disk holding the data. Since
flash is implemented as memory instead of disk, flash is thousands of times faster than disk drives, increasing
application performance, throughput, and responsiveness. By deploying terabytes of high-performance, persistent
flash capacity throughout the datacenter, businesses can add flash acceleration to their entire system, or just to
areas experiencing bottlenecks.
Given the benefits of this flexible technology, companies are using flash to boost application performance as
data demands increase. With flash, enterprises are able to keep up with the speed of business in our information
economy, all without sprawling datacenters, software licenses, or additional energy and floor space costs.

+

+

=

x86 Server
Faster Queries
Faster Data Load Times
Faster Reporting
Better SAN Utilization
Reduction in Disk Queues
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When you combine flash memory with database software like Microsoft SQL Server, SAP HANA, or Oracle, you
can expect to see faster database queries, faster data load times, faster reporting, faster transactions, better SAN
utilization, and a reduction in disk queues.
In one example, TransUnion Interactive moved its reporting software to an ioMemory powered blade server and
found that reports ran four to five times faster than with their traditional system. Now, everyone from accounting to
marketing who uses those reports has the information they need at the beginning of the day. By equipping teams
with more timely information, TransUnion was able to empower employees to make the best possible decisions.
To assess flash adoption by application, the 2013 Fusion-io flash survey documents which applications enterprises
are commonly accelerating with flash memory:

Applications
Accelerated
with Flash
Applications Accelerated
with Flash
53%

Microsoft SQL

35%

Server Virtualization

22%

Oracle Database

19%

VDI

Top Applications:
1. Databases
2. Server Virtualization
3. VDI
4. Big Data

18%

MySQL

6%

Big Data

Source: 2013 Fusion-io Customer Survey

When looking at performance improvements in the four most popular applications accelerated by Fusion ioMemory
flash, the majority of Fusion-io customers reported performance improvements of more than 5x.

Performance Improvements by Application
100%

10x+

80%

60%

40%

20%

Extra reading on
enterprise results with flash

6-9x

• Video: HP Cloud Solution
for Microsoft #MMS2013 Fusion Powered

3-5x

• Case Study: Web Retailer
Wine.com Increases Online
Transactions by over 12x
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9

Do I Need to Put All My Data on Flash?

Flash provides many options that make it easy to integrate flash acceleration into
existing IT systems. You can choose to host an entire dataset on flash, or to use flash
as a cache that integrates with a back-end storage system. The solution that fits your
needs should be tailored to your specific environment and requirements.
EXTEND YOUR SAN LIFESPAN WITH CACHING

Using flash as a cache for your most active data boosts application performance while
extending the life of your current storage infrastructure. To help IT teams assess the
amount of flash capacity needed to support caching workloads, Fusion-io created a
software tool called the ioTurbine Profiler. The Profiler simulates the effects of storage
acceleration on a Linux or Windows system, which allows IT professionals to observe
the workload and performance benefits of caching prior to making any purchase
decisions.
FLASH-FUELED SHARED STORAGE

A shared approach to flash acceleration can provide performance for multiple
applications. Fusion-io flash experts can help you evaluate your application workloads
to determine how much capacity would meet your goals in either an all-flash or
hybrid flash storage appliance.
DIRECT SERVER FLASH ACCELERATION

Placing as much of your data on server-side flash as possible delivers maximum
performance and datacenter efficiency, especially for scale-out systems. With direct
application acceleration, companies frequently report that flash outperforms their
previous systems by 10x or more. When using flash to accelerate data-intensive
solutions like analytics, server virtualization and virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI),
companies adding flash performance to their servers have reported performance
gains of up to 40x.

The ioTurbine Profiler
simulates the effects of
storage acceleration
on a Linux or Windows system.
It is freely available for downloadPlease read the documentation
carefully when running the Profiler
in a virtualized environment.
Download ioTurbine Profiler at
http://support.fusionio.com.

Extra reading
• Case Study: Datalogix
Sees the Logic of Fusion-io
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10

What is More Important for Performance,
High IOPS or Low Latency?

Businesses do not run on benchmarks–they run on applications. To future-proof your IT investment, it is important to
select flash solutions with excellent real-world application performance across reads, writes, and sustained low latency.
DELIVERING CONSISTENT LOW LATENCY PERFORMANCE

With a cut-through ioMemory architecture, Fusion-io streamlines operations to deliver more consistent performance
than SSDs. By eliminating legacy software layers designed for disk drives, ioMemory balances system resources
to maximize CPUs and storage resources. With this unique architecture, ioMemory flash uniquely delivers the
following benefits for real-world environments:
• Fastest I/O for transactional applications and (OLTP) databases
• Faster servicing of I/O requests, which results in lower queue depths, less locking and other issues that can
lock database workflows
• Lower processor overhead so servers need fewer cores and possibly less DRAM
SSD datasheets may report notable peak IOPS numbers, but SSD latency creates queuing that results in inconsistent
performance at peak loads, which is when organizations need it most. The diagram below illustrates the difference:

ioScale Keeps Applications Running
ioMemory balances read/write performance for consistent throughput
16000

ioMemory

12000

SSD

8000

4000

0

1 Hour

SSDs Interrupt Applications
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Latency is a critical metric in evaluating flash because it puts wait time between you and your data, which reduces
productivity, particularly in highly transactional environments. Latency metrics can help you determine how quickly
a flash solution will accelerate applications and databases in your real world environment. Delivering high IOPS
while simultaneously achieving low latency is key to exceptional performance results with flash.
To deliver both high IOPS performance and low latency, Fusion-io uses a unique architecture that leverages flash as
a persistent memory platform. This direct approach uses fewer steps to complete an I/O request compared to SSDs.
Fewer steps means less latency, less complexity, faster data and more predictability.

Flash as Disk

Fusion Direct Approach
DRAM

DRAM

App

App
OS

OS

Host CPU

RAID
Controller

Super
Capacitors

SAS

SC

PC Ie

PC Ie

Host CPU

SC

Data path
Controller
NAND

SSD
The Fusion ioMemory platform provides direct access to flash for faster I/O performance.

Extra reading on the
importance of latency
• Blog: Why Storage-Centric
Benchmarks Do Not
Cut it Anymore
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Flash That Fits Your Datacenter
We hope that this introductory guide to enterprise flash memory has helped start you down the path to finding
answers to the key questions about accelerating your business success with flash. There are many different
approaches for adding flash as an appliance, cache or server-based resource for application acceleration, with the
right answer depending on your own specific needs.
There are many more questions, answers and opinions on the topic of nonvolatile memories like flash, and hopefully
this document inspires more learning in the future. Flash is an exciting innovation that has finally reached maturity
for widespread adoption in the enterprise, and understanding best practices can help you deepen your knowledge
on how to help lead your company though its current datacenter transformation.
Many more resources about NAND flash exist to help you develop your own expertise on the subject, such as the
FAQ located on the Fusion-io website at http://get.fusionio.com/faq-ebook-questions.
Fusion-io also welcomes your questions, either through direct contact, or indirectly through social media channels.
With many application, technology and integration experts on our team, we would be happy to help you continue
to find answers without any obligation. If you have feedback on this guide, we would love to hear from you.

Click here for more Q&A about flash.
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